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ABSTRACT 

A numerical simulation of a high velocity effect on a concrete structure is complicated problem 

in today’s world. Protection of a structures in case of accidental and intentional extreme loading 

is become a serious trouble in the recent decades. The extreme loading or accidental loadings 

bordering our human life attracted more and more public attention, such as vehicle impact in 

traffic accident, ballistic impact in terrorist attack and natural earthquake. Concrete is one of 

most commonly used construction material in both defense engineering, civil engineering and its 

projectile impact properties such as the penetration depth, crack propagation and damage are 

always a proper concern.  This numerical model is used to predicting the impact behavior of a 

concrete panel having reinforcement in their outer region; the concrete panel is penetrated by a 

two types of projectile having a velocity of 400m/s and 600m/s. The concrete panels have a 

dimension of 600mm x 300mm x 300mm.  The comportment of a concrete panel is molded by 

utilize the Johnson- Holmquit (JH2) ceramic model which includes the damage of concrete 

panel, damage of reinforcement and penetration of a projectile. For a projectile-1 the length is 

150mm and for a projectile- 2 the length is 160mm and both are deformable type.  The internal 

energies, kinetic energies, strain energy and total energy are evaluated. The velocity is 400m/s 

and 600m/s for projectiles. 

 

       Keywords: Projectile penetration; Johnson- Holmquist (JH2) ceramic model; Damage in 

concrete panel and reinforcement; Reinforcement concrete panel; Velocity impact. 
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CHAPTER 1 

  INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General 
 

Concrete is a material which is widely used in components or structures all over the world. When 

we, studying the behavior of the reinforced concrete structures under a impact of large dynamic 

loads. Due to the cost material cost is sometimes high; it is not suitable for the large scale 

experiments. The numerical simulation is a technique commonly used to describing events 

related to the impact of high-speed projectiles on reinforced concrete slabs and concrete 

structures. The numerical simulation is the major understanding in both the computation 

mechanics and physical reality is required, towards accurate responses of material to reproduce. 

When modeling reinforced concrete, this becomes more apparent due to the bonding behavior of 

concrete, the complexity of concrete, and the problems related to the manufacture of embedded 

metal reinforcement. 

    

1.2 Reinforced Concrete 
 

Unfortunately the concrete has the main disadvantages it’s very low ductility and it’s weaker in 

tension. This will showing that the expansion of the reinforcement concrete (RC) where most 

concrete is cast round excessive tensile load carrying ability and greater ductility.  RC is 

generally categorized as precast, forged in-place where concrete is poured into buildings or cast 

in recyclable mold in a good environment which is later transported. 

1.3 Concrete Behavior under Impact Loads 
 

The behavior of the cementitious material beneath a secure loading impact which can          

introduce on a high-rate loading conditions and they are depending on a variation of several 

constituent: 

 The material elaborate in the experiment (the reinforced concrete and low/high 

strength properties of concrete).  

 The geometry of a concrete targets and there reinforcement ratio/ position/ inclination 
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if reinforcement is include.  

 The structure is meant to accommodate and contribute to system which is subjected to 

impression loading. 

 The energy cause by bullet/ projectile and transferred to the structure of concrete is 

controlled along by speed, quality and elements of material, size (rigid/ hard or 

deformable/ soft) of missile used. 

 

Because of a developing interest from each army and nuclear industry has advanced over a 

many years to uncover the phenomenological reaction of concrete systems impacted with the aid 

of the missiles, vast improvements were made in experiments characterization of concrete. 

1.4 Concrete Material Models 
 

The improvement of the numerically model and the improvement of the calculation method of 

the computing power of modern computer technique have made it possible along to simulate the 

ability to continuously record mechanical properties of the adhesive material with higher 

accuracy. The identity as for the concrete material is much compounded; this will show the 

development of the huge amount of the fundamental models. This models be classified at their 

elaboration of encompasses; they also include strain rate dependence, and shows the anisotropic 

properties. Even the maximum concrete various basic models are dependable order of quasistatic 

reproduction, where there is necessity of more research, decorate and develop the models for 

correctly capturing the nature of a concrete during the time of impact loading conditions. The 

improvement of the numerically model and the improvement of the calculation method of the 

computing power of modern computer technique have made it possible along to simulate the 

ability to continuously record mechanical properties of the adhesive material with higher 

accuracy.   

Most concrete material models have been calculated widely with the numerical simulation 

impact to notice the fracture reaction of the cementitious materials models. Some basic models 

which has been produced in latest years which are Holmquist-Johnson II model. These material 

models are appropriate for the conduct of concrete and other brittle materials which can be 

subjected to effect conditions that produce a pressure, large strain rates and high strain rates.  
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1.5  Johnson-Holmquist (JH2) Ceramic Model 
 

The JH2 model is the second repetition of the Johnson- Holmquist ceramic model it can correctly 

relate the phenomenological actions of brittle materials like pressure-strength dependence, strain-

rate effects and dilation generate by damage (Johnson- Holmquist, 1993).   

1.5.1 Strength 

 

The JH2 model shows resistance determined by the state of material during the comparable stress 

period, considered the equation which are relate to every state. If material is undamaged, the 

value of D is equal to, the prototype displayed the magnification equation of complete material 

expressed and intact as: 

                                                

𝜎𝑖
∗ = 𝐴(𝑃∗ +  𝑇∗)𝑁  (1 +  ∁𝑙𝑛𝜀°

∗   ) 

 

At time, when material is completely damaged (D=1), the model will follow resistance equation 

of the damaged material and displays as 

 

                                                    𝜎𝑖 
∗ = 𝐵(𝑃∗)𝑀 (1 + ∁𝑙𝑛𝜀°

∗   ) 

 

If the materials damage is found between the fractured and intact (0<D<1), the gov-ern-a-ble      

Calculation of strength is shows as 

 

                                                            𝜎∗ =  𝜎𝑖
∗ −  𝐷 (𝜎𝑖

∗ − 𝜎𝑓
∗) 

 

       All the power variables (A,B,C,M and N) and coefficients are the material parameters and  

𝜀°
∗   

 is the strain rate which is are formalize by mention strain rate. The equations for the 

strength, which are made dimensionless by equalizing the stress at Hugonoit Elastic, limit 

(HEL), which are correlate with a uniaxial strain shock wave which overtake the elastic limit. 

The strength is normalized between  

                                                                            

                                                             𝜎∗ = σ / 𝜎𝐻𝐸𝐿  
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      The normalized pressure is defined as 

 

                                                                    𝑃∗   = P / 𝑃𝐻𝐸𝐿  

1.5.2 Damage 

 

 Alike to the concrete model HJC, the model JH2 will also further build up the damaging allying 

the summation of pressure which is equivalent, but not due to the volumetric compression, but 

through plastic deformation to separate all of them, thereby rupturing under constant pressure. 

The general calculation as shown below    

                                                                 D= ∑
∆𝜺𝝆𝒍

𝜺𝒇
 

  

The breaking elongation equation of JH2 model is equivalent to breaking elongation equation of 

the JH2 model, the normalized pressure (𝑃∗) is normalized by plastic deformation, and the 

maximum hydrostatic tensile strength is equal to the plastic deformation fracture 𝑇∗ is equal to 

the plastic deformation fraction equation of the HJC model, the only difference is the 

standardized normalized pressure and the maximum hydrostatic tensile strength. Where D1and 

D2 are obtained via unconfined experimental compression test data, where the plastic strain 

(𝜀𝜌𝑙), and fracture strain ( 𝜀𝑓) are used to obtain damage. The breaking elongation equation of 

JH2 model is equivalent to breaking elongation equation of the JH2 model, the normalized 

pressure (𝑃∗) is normalized by plastic deformation, and the maximum hydrostatic tensile strength 

is equal to the plastic deformation fracture 𝑇∗ is equal to the plastic deformation fraction 

equation of the HJC model, the only difference is the standardized normalized pressure and the 

maximum hydrostatic tensile strength. 

                                                           𝜀𝑓 = 𝐷1(𝑃∗ +  𝑇∗ )𝐷2 

1.5.3 Pressure 

 

  For a dynamic loading, the equation of states provides volume- pressure relationships for brittle 

materials can be shown as . For energetic loads, the equality states provides the volume pressure 

affiliation for breakable material shown as 
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                                                  P = ( 𝐾1 𝑢 +  𝐾2 𝑢2)        (Compression) 

 

                                                    P = (𝐾1u)                         (Tension) 

 

The distant change of the K constant of the material in JH-2 model can be obtained when it when 

it collides with the plate. The model also including a pressure rise term that compensates for the 

loss of elastic energy when the material undergoes the plastic deformation. 

 

                                              𝑃 =  𝐾1 𝑢 + 𝐾2𝑢2 +  𝐾3𝑢3  +  ∆𝑃  

 

When the material is transition from undamaged state to damaged state and starts to soften, the 

elastic energy (∆U) of the sucker rod produced will decreasing. In order to retain the internal 

energy which is forgotten during the process, a pressure raise term is adding to reducing the loss 

of the kinetic energy by conversion elastic energy into potential hydrostatic energy. The 

following formula is : 

       

                            ∆𝑃𝑡+∆𝑡  =  −𝐾1𝑢𝑡 +  √ (𝐾1𝑢𝑡 + ∆𝑃)2 +  2𝛽𝐾1∆ ∪        

 

                               𝛽 = The ratio of elastic energy converted into potential energy 

                               𝑢𝑡 = Dilation of the current time step
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CHAPTER 2 

                         LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 General 
 

This chapter covers the brief review of the literature about the experimental including numerical 

simulation of concrete. Literature is regarding the several evaluation techniques are also 

discussed. In this chapter, discuss the various research conducted by the various researchers to 

study the different methodology. This chapter gives a complete review on the finding. 

2.2 Review of Literature 
 

 Chahmi Oucif. [1] did a study on numerical simulation and experimental test on a concrete 

panel with the use of nose projectile. The concrete panel is 675mm x 675mm x 200mm in 

dimensions, where the bullet is 152mm long in length. The mass of a bullet is used much smaller 

in this modeling. The kinetic energies and internal energies are estimated in simulation. The 

velocity of ogive nosed projectile is 540m/s. The active energy of projectile is changed and it 

display reduction and as soon as projectile perforates in concrete panel. The panel is tends to 

absorb projectile energy, and strengthen or solidity of projectile. This simulation is done with the 

help of JH2 parameters. 

  

Jian Liu, Ju Li [2] investigated the influence reaction of UHPC objective with 3 percent vol. 

ultra high molecular weight polyethylene fibers and UHPC destinations with 3 % in quantity 

metal fiber which are experimentally invested subjected to maximum- velocity bullet impact, 

where plain concrete objectives below the exact loading structure are also observe to control the 

instance for modified purposes, with the support of LS- DYNA software, a numerical study was 

carried out to simulate the projectile perforation system into the UHPC target. Numerical 

consequences in terms of intensity of penetration crater diameter, projectile corrosion and 

damages are compared with experimental observation. The numerical consequences reveal that 

fibers which are metallic reinforced in UHPC objectives have much more absorption capacity of 

energy as compared to UHMPWE fiber, where the UHPC-SF objectives has greater yield 

resistance to constrain the kinetic energy of bullet than UHPC-PF targets. The model which runs 

for simulation can completely express the DOP of UHPC targets, at a time of projectile impact. 
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The numerical model can show approximate depth of penetration (DOP) contrast with 

experimental observations.  

 

M. H Zhang [3] research on a fiber effect, aggregate, flexural tensile strength of concrete panel 

under a projectile with the diameter 12.6mm and weight 15 gram. In this experiment the 1 % 

steel fiber, 1% polyethylene fibers, 1% polypropylene fiber are used in concrete. The velocity are 

used in this experiment are 600 to 700m/s. In the concrete the different types of fibers are used. 

The penetration depth is reducing with a increasing in compressive strength for concrete. When 

the strength is increasing, the crater diameter cannot reduce.  

 

Wu et al [4] accomplished a research to study the impact of metallic steel fibers content and 

form of concrete. The results showed that the hooked end and crimped fiber had a much good 

impact on the compressive and tensile strengths rather than the straight fibers. The research also 

described the effect of fiber content on a peak loading and it showed that the fibers doesn’t have 

a significant effect on the first crack.   

 

P.P. Li [5] conducted a study of key design parameters of reinforced concrete on bullet. The 

dimensions of the bullet are 7.62 x 51mm. In the UHPFRC target having a larger thickness 

contribute a minimum DOP. The velocity for the bullet is 843m/s  and 926 m/s.]  

 

P. Maka [6] study to narrate the resistance of a ultra high performance concrete by projectile 

impact on concrete. The weight of projectile is 8 gram and the speed is 712m/s.  The increasing 

of fiber which is more than 1% has a no such effect on the depth of penetration.    

 

Radoslav Sovjak [7] conduct a research on unrelenting of a slim UHPFRC targets to projectile 

impact. The projectile effect is calculated on a slab to observe the consequences which is 

generated by explosion. The fiber content has volume minimum 2% is not good for UHPFRC 

targets because the reason is the higher potential of bullets. 

 

Garas [8] showed that the use of fibers can reduce the drying shrinkage by over 100%. 
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CHAPTER 3 

         MATERIALS AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 General 
 

The whole research is divided into the three parts. In the 1st part of the research work know about 

the review concept, theories and finding the previous research on a experimental and numerical 

modeling of projectile penetration on concrete. The 2nd part is modeling and validation of 

concrete and projectile and selection of the materials properties from the research. The 3rd part it 

is based on the design of different type of bullet impact on concrete at a different velocities, and 

check the analysis and comparison of a results. This chapter offers a entire review of the findings 

alongside guidelines for the future investigation. 

3.1.1 Research Objective 

 

 To simulates the penetration of projectile-1 and projectile-2 in concrete panel at velocity 

400m/s and 600m/s. 

 To evaluate the damage in concrete panel (V= 400m/s and 600m/s) 

 To calculate, damage in inner region of panel (400m/s and 600m/s) 
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3.2Numerical Simulation 
 

3.2.1 General 

 

In this part, the study of numerical modeling is carried out with the method of finite elements 

using the software ABAQUS. The objective of this study is to analyze the behavior of projectile 

penetration of concrete panel with reinforcement. 

3.2.2 Finite element method 

 

The Finite Element Method (FEM) is a method which is widely used to simulate the behavior of 

a various structures. . The finite element model consists of decrementing the actual geometric 

structure into a series of finite elements, where every element is a detached section of material 

structures. 

3.2.3 Abaqus Software 

 

In this part, the numerical simulation is done by Abaqus/ CAE which is used to model the 

concrete panel having a reinforcement which is penetrated by two projectiles with different 

shapes (projectile-1and projectile-2) at velocity 400m/s and 600m/s. Firstly we can creating a 

part in which the different parts are created for modeling. In this simulation the three parts are 

created concrete panel, reinforcement and proejectile-1, and also three parts are created for the 

projectile-2. After parts, we can assign the material properties for the each and every part. The 

properties for each material are accurate, at the end of property assigning the material property to 

the each part. In a third step assembly has been done between the parts. In a step part, the 

approximate time period is given for the simulation and field output request is created. After the 

step the interaction has been done for the model with the help of each part. Each part has his own 

interaction. In this model firstly the interaction is done between the reinforcement in the outer 

region of concrete panel then interaction of the projectile has been done. After the interaction the 

meshing has been done for the each part. In this research, the node displacements is of  interest, 

from which the stress and strain of each element and how to obtain the stress and strain can be 

obtained, as a result all the overall behavior of the concrete and steel may be expected. It is 
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important that the user have appropriate concept of what could be doing, in a particular choice 

about a mesh size and element type which can choose for a problem. 

In the ABAQUS/EXPLICIT the following steps are carried out for the modeling are: 

 Part 

 Property 

 Assembly 

 Step 

 Interaction  

 Load 

 Mesh 

 Optimization 

 Job  

 Visualization 

 Sketch 

                                                     
                                                Fig.3.2. General steps of ABAQUS   

3.3Part 
 

The part is the first step in the modeling. In the part we can create the separate geometry of 

distinct material with their proper dimensions and create the models. In the part every material 

has there own configuration. In this simulation we can create a model of concrete panel, two 

types of projectiles with their reference points. 

3.3.1 Concrete Panel, Reinforcement and Projectile geometry and model construction 

 

The dimensions of the concrete panel and projectile are shown below: 

Concrete Panel: 600mm x 300mm x 300mm 

 

 

                         300mm                                                                                                                        

 

                                                

                               600mm 

                             

                            600mm 
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                                                 Fig.3.3.Sketch of Concrete Panel 

                                                                                                                                        

                                                     

                         

                                                                       

                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                   

                                                                        105mm               

                                                                                           

                                                                                        

                                                          

 

 

                                                                              

                                                                              45mm   

                                                                         

 

 

 

                                                         Fig.3.4.Sketch of Projectile-1 

 

 In the modeling of the concrete panel the steel reinforcement is used in their inner region. The 

dimensions of a concrete panel is 600mm X 300mm X 300mm, and the dimension of projectile-1 

is 150mm in length and 15mm diameter and mass of a projectile is small. 

3.3.2 Concrete Panel 

 

In Abaqus/ CAE simulation, the parts are created to manufacture the model for the graphical 

user workflow in which we can creating the models, submitting the jobs for analysis we can 

create the input files for the monitor and at the end we can evaluating the results. The parts are 

creating in the Abaqus from the particular base feature, which can containing the geometry 

information and there is a rule which can governing the behavior of the geometry. In this 

simulation the geometry of concrete panel is created in the 3D modeling space which is 

deformable type and having a base feature solid which is extrusion type and approximate size is 

2000.  From the edit base extrusion the end conditions is blind type and depth is 300mm shown 

in Fig.3.5 
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                                          Fig.3.5. Create part-1: Concrete panel 

 

                            
                                        Fig.3.6. Edit base extrusion for concrete panel  
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                                         Fig.3.7. Geometry of concrete panel 

 

                   
                                                  Fig.3.8. Model of concrete panel 
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3.3.3 Reinforcement 

 

In this simulation modeling, the steel reinforcement is created for the concrete panel. The 

reinforcement is 3D modeling space which is deformable type and having a base feature wire 

which is planar type and approximate size is 2000.  

 

                              

                                       Fig.3.9. Create part-2: Reinforcement 

 

 

            

     Fig.3.10. Create linear pattern of                        Fig.3.11. Create linear pattern of 

      reinforcement in X-direction                               reinforcement in Y-direction         
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In the modeling of reinforcement the linear pattern is created in both X and Y directions. In X-

direction there are 9 linear patterns having a 60mm of spacing between them. In Y-direction 

there are 5 linear patterns having a 50mm of spacing between them. The dimensions of 

reinforcement bar are 600mm in length and 300mm in width. 

 

           

                                          Fig.3.12.Geometry of Reinforcement 

 

                 

                                        Fig.3.13. Model of Reinforcement 

3.3.4 Projectile 

 

To complete the model the steel projectile is modeled with 3D deformable solid part, 

construction of projectile is created using solid feature and revolution is created using solid 

feature. To complete the model the steel projectile is created with 3-D modeling space which is 
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deformable type and have a base feature is solid which revolution type. The approximate size of 

projectile is 500. The revolve axis of projectile is Y axis and angle is 180 degree. 

 

                  
      Fig.3.14. Create a Part 3: Projectile-1            Fig3.15. Geometry of Projectile-1  

   

                           
                                    Fig3.16. Edit revolution for projectile- 1               
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                                      Fig3.17. Model of projectile-1 

3.4 Material properties definition and assignment 
 

For a finite element model in the Abaqus / CAE simulation to run successful it is necessary that 

the material behavior is accurate as possible.  In this segment, several defining relationships have 

been developed to provide the required input data for each material are elaborated.  

3.4.1Concrete 

 

While the concrete is recognizable by its microstructure heterogeneity, The concrete is 

identifiable by its microstructure heterogeneity, at the microscopic level, allowing material 

properties such as density, young modulus, material parameters, factor of safety, maximum and 

minimum strength limits are implemented in this model. In this model we can use the material 

parameters for the concrete ( Holmquist and Johnson), 1993. The JH2 ceramic model is the 

secondary iteration of the Johnson- Holmquist ceramic model which can accurately shows the 

grammatical behavior of a crumbly material such as affects elongation (strain rate effect), 

damage, penetration, pressure strength subordination. The material constants, material 

parameters is also used. According to the Johnson Holmquist ceramic model, 1993, the material 

parameters are shown in a table given below  
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             Table .1 Material parameters of concrete panel (Acc. JH2,1993 model)  

 

 Fig.3.18 (a), 3.18(b) and Fig show the properties that are used in this simulation. For a 

abq_jh2_concrete the user material have a 32 mechanical constraints and number of solution- 

dependent variable is 8. 

Density (ρ) 2.4e-0.9 

Young Modulus(G) 16400 

Material Parameters (A) 0.30 

 Material Parameters (N) 0.79 

 Material Parameters (B) 1.73 

 Material Parameters (M) 0.61 

 Material Parameters (C) 0.005 

Ėө (edot Ө) 1.0 

Maximum Tensile pressure (T) 2.4 

Strength Limits (σ𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥) 9.5 

Strength limits (σ𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥  ) 1.1 

Hugoniot Elastic Limit (HEL) 80 

Pressure at HEL ( 𝑃𝐻𝐸𝐿) 45 

Fraction of elastic energy (𝛽) 1.0 

Material constants (D1) 0.04 

Material Constants (D2) 1.0 

Material Constants (K1) 116000 

Material Constants (K2) -243000 

Material Constants (K3) 506000 

Factor of safety 0.2 

L Damage Ө 
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Fig.3.18(a),3.18(b). Create properties of concrete panel (according to  JH2,1993)  

  

After giving the properties for concrete, now we can create a section for assigning the properties 

to concrete panel. In a create section the category is solid type and it is homogeneous type. At the 

end we can create a edit section assignment for assigning the property for a concrete panel. In the 

edit section assignment the region is set-1 and section is concrete where it is solid, homogeneous 

type where the material is abq_jh2_concrete. 

 

                      
                               Fig.3.19. Edit section assignment for concrete panel 
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                                        Fig 3.20. Assigning properties to concrete panel          

 3.4.2 Steel 

 

In this model the property of steel is behave as plastic and elastic material. The density of steel 

also applied.  The elastic properties such as the young modulus and Poisson ratio are applied in 

the model. The plastic properties of steel such as yield stress and plastic strain are also applied. 

The elastic properties and plastic properties of steel are shown in the table 1 and table 2 shown 

below: 

 

 

 

  

 

                                

 

                                     Table.2 Density and Elastic properties of steel  

 

Yield  Stress Plastic Strain 

251 0 

264 0.024 

295 0.049 

Density                    Elastic Properties 

Mass Density Young Modulus                  Poisson Ratio 

8.05e-009 210000                                    0.3 
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316 0.074 

326 0.099 

334 0.124 

336 0.149 

339 0.174 

                                  Table.3.Plastic properties of steel 

 

                    
 Fig.3.21(a). Create elastic property of steel         Fig.3.21(b). Plastic property of steel  
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                                         Fig.3.22. Create edit section for projectile-1 

 

Now, create a section for the bullet-1 is named as steel, and of solid category which is 

homogeneous type.  The edit section of a bullet-1 is solid, homogeneous type and material is 

steel. 

                     

                     Fig 3.23. Model of projectile after assigning steel properties 
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3.4.3 Reinforcement 

 

For the reinforcement the properties of the steel are used. In the create section the reinforcement 

is beam category and beam type where it is circular in shape and having radius which is 5mm.  

 

                           
                                             Fig 3.24. Create section for reinforcement 

 

                   
 Fig 3.25. Create profile for reinforcement          Fig 3.26. Reinforcement property model                     
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3.5 Assembly 
 

In the Abaqus / CAE, every part is generally known as part instances. For the manufacturing of a 

model it is necessary to assemble the different part instances. In this step firstly we can assemble 

the concrete panel and giving the reinforcement in a concrete panel. The reinforcement is 

provided in the inner region of a concrete panel at a distance of 60mm. 

                            
                           Fig. 3.27. Create assembly 1:  concrete panel and reinforcement 

 

In this step firstly we can select concrete panel and then select reinforcement by activating the 

auto-offset from other instance then apply. After selecting the reinforcement and concrete panel 

we can apply the datum planes axes option deactivating from assembly display option so that 

there is no datum planes between reinforcement and concrete panel. 

  

                                           
Fig.3.28. Create rotate instance               Fig.3.29. Rotation of Reinforcement on concrete    

                                                              panel 
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     Now we can select the first end of first horizontal bar and selecting the first point of concrete 

panel for providing reinforcement in the outer region of concrete panel.   

After rotation of reinforcement over concrete now we can giving the reinforcement in the outer 

region of concrete panel by using translate instances and linear pattern option. With the use of 

translate instance we can move the reinforcement in the outer region of concrete panel. Firstly 

we can select the reinforcement then giving the values of translation vector.  For the start point of 

translation vector (X, Y, Z) the values is (0, 0, 0) and for the end point of translation vector the 

values for (X, Y, Z) is (0,-60, 0). 

                                         

                         

           
                Fig.3.30. Assembly of reinforcement in outer region of concrete panel 

By using linear pattern we can easily giving the reinforcement in the outer region of 

concrete panel. In the linear pattern there are 4 reinforcement is provided at a equal 

distance of 60mm between them.  

                     
   Fig.3.31. Create linear pattern for            Fig.3.32. Reinforcement in outer region of         

    reinforcement                                              concrete panel           
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The merging of a reinforcement and concrete panel has been taking place. For merging of 

reinforcement, firstly selecting the tools then create set which is embedded and geometry type, 

for concrete the set is region and this is also a geometry type. After the assembly of 

reinforcement in a outer region of concrete panel then the projectile is assembled over a 

concrete panel by using create instances. For the assembly of projectile over concrete panel, the 

projectile is rotated along Y- axis by using rotate instances, the start point for the axis of 

rotation (X,Y,Z) is (0,0,0) and the end point for the axis of rotation (X,Y,Z) is (0,1,0) ,the angle 

of rotation is 180 degree. Now selecting a create constraint coincident point option from 

simulation then selecting a needle point of projectile and the center edge point of concrete 

panel. The figure shows the assembly of whole model given below: 

 

               
 

                                     Fig.3.33. Assembly of whole Model 
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    Fig.3.34. Create set for embedded part            Fig.3.35. Applying set to embedded 

 

At the end, in the assembly we can create a set for both embedded and region. For the embedded 

the set is geometry type and for the region it is also geometry type.   

 

                             
      Fig.3.36. Create set for region part                     Fig.3.37. Applying set to region 

3.6 Step 
 

In this part firstly creating a step-1 which is dynamic, explicit and the time period is 0.0007, this 

means that the projectile take 0.0007s to completely penetrated in a concrete panel and with the 

help of the field output manager creating the output for this model. There are 8 output parameters 

for this modeling.  
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   Fig.3.38. Create step-1                   Fig.3.39. Time period for projectile-1penetration 

 

                               
                               Fig.3.40. Field output request manager for simulation  

  

3.7 Interaction 
 

In the Abaqus/ CAE numerical simulation, the interactions are step dependent objects in which it 

can states that you have to explain them, you must have to allow that they are activated for the 

analysis. In this simulation model, firstly the interaction is created for the embedded part and 

region part by using creating constraints-1. For the embedded region which is embedded and for 
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the host region which is region the weight factor round off tolerance is 1E-006 and the absolute 

exterior tolerance is 0. The fractional exterior tolerance is 0.005.  

 

                         
 Fig.3.41. Create constraint-1             Fig.3.42.  Constraint for embedded and region 

 

                   
                                Fig.3.43. Interaction of embedded and region 

 

After the interaction of embedded and region, now creating constraint-2 for the projectile-1 

which is of body type and there region type is body and reference point is selected for the 

interaction of projectile-1 with the concrete panel. 
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                                      Fig.3.44. Create constraint-2    

                          

                     
                             Fig.3.45. Interaction of projectile-1 on concrete panel 

 3.8 Load 
 

In the numerical simulation, the surfaces is express the collection of geometric faces and edges 

or collection of the edges and the element faces, this can used for the many element types in 

which the valid surface is defined. In the load section firstly we can create the boundary 

condition-1 for a concrete panel which is mechanical in category and are of symmetry, 

antisymmetry, encastre type. These boundary conditions are done for the back face, right face 

and left face of concrete panel.  The boundary condition-2 is creating for the front face of 

concrete panel which is also symmetry, antisymmetry, encastre type and run in the z-direction.  
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                                  Fig.3.46. Boundary condition-1 of concrete panel 

 

           
                                    Fig.3.47. Boundary condition-1 concrete model 
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                                       Fig.3.48. Boundary conditions-2 of concrete panel 

 

                           
                                            Fig.3.49. Boundary conditions-2 concrete model 
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For a projectile, the boundary condition-3 is created which is displacement and rotation type and 

step is dynamic/ explicit the distribution is uniform for projectile which is (U1=0, U3=0, UR1=0, 

UR2=0, UR3=0) where U2 is not 0, and amplitude is instantaneous.  

 

                                          
                                             Fig.3.50. Boundary condition-3 for projectile-1 

 

At the end of the load step, creating the predefined fields in which we can set the velocity of the 

projectile. In this simulation we can set the approximate velocity V2 which is 400m/s (400000 

mm/s) and 600m/s (600000 mm/s) .In predefined filed the distribution is uniform and definition 

is translation only for the projectile. The velocity V1 and V3 is 0 in both cases. 

3.9 Mesh 
 

In the Abaqus/ CAE simulation there is a various use of the meshing techniques for mesh the 

model for the different geometry. In the various cases we can select the method for mesh a model 

or a model region. In a numerical simulation, a finite element model is run successful, it is 

mandatory that the meshing will done in the proper manner. In this section, the various element 

size is done for a material and meshing will done by parts.  
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3.9.1 Projectile 

 

In the meshing part firstly creating a meshing for a projectile, the meshing will done by size 

method, the approximate element size should be 5mm, maximum deviation factor is 0 and 

minimum size factor is default (0, 1). 

 

                          
                                            Fig.3.51. Meshing of projectile-1 

3.9.2 Reinforcement 

 

In the reinforcement, the approximate element size should be 10mm, maximum deviation factor 

is 0.1, minimum size factor is default and it will do with the help of size method. 

 

                         
                                              Fig.3.52. Mesh of reinforcement  
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3.9.3 Concrete 

 

In the meshing of concrete panel it is divided into four parts: right part, middle part, left part and 

downward region, there are two downward region left and right region it can be done by parts. In 

a concrete panel, the meshing of left and right part ,the minimum size is 5mm and the maximum 

size is 15mm and it can done by size method having a single bias. For the middle the 

approximate element size is 5mm and in the downward region for left region the approximate 

element size is 5mm and the minimum element size is 5mm and maximum element size is 15mm 

for right region. 

                
                                         Fig.3.53. Concrete panel mesh model 

 

3.10 Job 
 

In the Abaqus /CAE simulation the job has been for analysis the results. The job is a complete 

analysis, recording in which the output file is associated to the model is write down and submit 

for monitor. The results are done for the ODB for visualization.  

 

                               
 

       Fig.3.54. Create a Job-1                       Fig.3.55. Create a job-2 for output results 
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The last part of the simulation is job part, in which we can submit the job for the analysis. In this 

simulation, creating two jobs the first job is projectile-1-final and the second job is projectile-1-

400-analysis. The job-1 is creating for write the input file of the model. The job-2 is creating for 

submitted the input file of model for analysis. After the job-2 was submitted, we can monitor the 

model for analysis.  

 

     
                                   Fig.3.56. Analysis of projectile-1 at velocity 400m/s 

 

3.11 Penetration of Projectile -1 at Velocity (600m/s) 

3.11.1 General 

 

In a Abaqus/ Cae simulation the penetration of projectile-1 at velocity 600m/s on concrete panel 

are also done for monitoring the analysis. In the first step of Abaqus simulation the geometry of 

the concrete panel, reinforcement and projectile-1 is same as shown in fig 3.6, fig 3.11, fig 3.14. 

In the next step we can assign the properties of concrete panel, reinforcement and projectile-1 

which is also same shown in table-1, table-2 and table-3. After assigning the properties now we 

can do the assembly. In the assembly, firstly we can done the assembly of concrete panel and 
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reinforcement, then providing the reinforcement in the outer region of the concrete panel at a 

distance 60mm between them with the help of translate instances, rotate instance and linear 

pattern. Then we can do the assembly of projectile on a concrete panel. In the numerical 

simulation the next part is step in this part the time period and the filed output request has been 

applied for the better analysis of the model. After the step the interaction has been taken place for 

the model, the first interaction is between the embedded and second interaction is done for the 

region shown in fig 3.41, and the third interaction is done for the projectile which is rigid body 

and the point is selected as reference point. In the load part, the boundary conditions are applied 

for the model in which it can express the collection of geometric faces and collection of the 

edges and faces. There are three boundary conditions are created for this model boundary 

conditions-1 which is in all direction, the boundary condition-2 is for the front face of concrete 

panel which is in global –Z directions, and the boundary conditions-3 is applied for a projectile-1 

in which the velocity was taken for the analysis by using the create predefined field in this 

simulation the velocity is 600m/s for the projectile-1 shown in fig- 3.68 

 

                                             
 

                                Fig.3.57. Create velocity for projectile-1 (600m/ s) 
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In the mesh part we can do the meshing for each part simultaneously. In this model the meshing 

for concrete panel, reinforcement and concrete panel has been done by size method. In projectile, 

the meshing is done by size method; the accurate element size for the projectile is 5mm shown in 

figure-3.49, for reinforcement it is also done by the size method in which the sizing control is 

10mm shown in fig- 3.53 and the model mesh of reinforcement shown in fig-3.54. For the 

concrete there is finer mesh in the center region and coarse mesh in the outer region. In the outer 

region the maximum approximate element size is 15mm and minimum element size is 5mm, for 

center region the approximate element size is 5mm. Fig-3.61 shows the mesh model of concrete 

panel. 

3.11.2 Job 

 

Create a two job-1 and job-2 for the analysis, Job-1 for write the input file of the analysis. The 

name of job-1 is projectile-1-final-analysis shown in fig 3.69. The job-2 is create for the analysis 

of the model, the name of job-2 is projectile-1-final-analysis, this job is for the output analysis of 

model. The job-2 is submitted by submit option and also submitting for monitoring the model.  

 

                             
 

        Fig.3.58. Create a job-1(v= 600m/s)           Fig.3.59. Job for analysis (v= 600m/s) 
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                               Fig.3.60. Analysis of projectile-1 at velocity 600m/s 

 

3.12 Numerical Simulation of Projectile-2 at Velocity (400m/s) 
 

The length of the projectile is 180mm and having a circular shape.  

 

                     
                                                Fig.3.61. Geometry of projectile-2 
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3.13 Part 

 

In the numerical simulation modeling the part-1 is created as projectile-2, which have 3D 

modeling space and it is deformable type. The base features of projectile-2 are solid and type is 

revolution. The approximate size of creating a projectile-2 is 2000.And the projectile-2 is 

circular/ arc in shape from penetrated end. 

 

                                   
                                                 Fig.3.62. Model of projectile-2 

The geometry of the concrete panel and reinforcement is same for projectile -2. The dimensions 

of concrete panel and reinforcement are same for the projectile-2 penetration. The geometry of 

concrete panel and reinforcement are shown in fig. 3.6 and fig.3.11.  

 

                 

                              Fig.3.63. Model of concrete panel for projectile-2 
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                                                    Fig.3.64. Model of reinforcement  

 

3.14 Property 
 

In the property section, the property of concrete panel and reinforcement is same in this modeling, 

and for the projectile-2. In the property of projectile-2 the elastic and plastic properties are same 

for the projectile also. The density of projectile is 8.05e-009. Where in the create section the 

category of projectile-2 is steel and it is homogeneous type and material the material for 

projectile-2 is steel. For a concrete panel the parameters are same as shown in table.1, and have 32 

mechanical constants. The number of solution- dependent state variable is 8. 

 

 

              

        
 

 

 

                              

                           Table.4 Density and Elastic properties of steel for projectile-2 

Density                    Elastic Properties 

Mass Density Young Modulus                  Poisson Ratio 

8.05e-009 210000                                    0.3 
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                                  Table.5.Plastic properties of steel for projectile-2 

 

                           
                                    Fig.3.65. Projectile-2 assigning properties model 

Yield  Stress Plastic Strain 

251 0 

264 0.024 

295 0.049 

316 0.074 

326 0.099 

334 0.124 

336 0.149 

339 0.174 
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3.15 Assembly 
 

Firstly we can assemble the concrete panel and providing the reinforcement in the outer region of 

concrete panel. There is 4 reinforcement in the outer region of concrete panel and the distance 

60mm between them. With the help of linear pattern providing reinforcement in the concrete 

panel. For the assembly of the projectile-2 , the start point for the axis of rotation is (X,Y,Z) is 

(0,0,0) and the end point for axis of rotation (X,Y,Z) IS (0,1,0), the angle of rotation for the 

projectile-2 is 180 degree. After the rotation of projectile now, assemble the projectile over a 

concrete panel by using coincident point option. 

 

                    
                              Fig.3.66. Assembly of projectile-2 on concrete panel 

3.16 Step 
 

After the assembly, the step part is created for simulation of this model. In the step part creating 

is step-1 which is dynamic, explicit and time period is 0.0007s. For this simulation of projectile-2 

impact in concrete panel there are 8 output parameters.  

3.17 Interaction 
 

In this model, firstly the interaction of embedded and region has been taken place. The weight 

factor round off tolerance is 1E-006, absolute exterior tolerance is 0 where the fractional exterior 

tolerance is 0.005. In the edit constraint the host region is region and embedded region is 
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embedded. For the interaction of projectile-2, creating a create constraint where the body is rigid 

type, the region is b_set_3 and point is reference point. 

 

                              
                             Fig.3.67. Interaction of projectile-2 on concrete panel 

3.18 Load 
 

In the load section, the boundary conditions are created for the simulation. For the right, left and 

the back face of concrete panel the boundary conditions are in global all directions and named as 

boundary condition-1, which is symmetry, antisymmetry and encastre and this boundary 

conditions are of mechanical category. For the front face of concrete panel the boundary 

conditions-2 is created which are mechanical categories and it is also of symmetry/ 

antisymmetry/ encastre type and it is in global z directions. The boundary condition for 

projectile-2 is displacement and rotation type, there distribution is uniform and the amplitude is 

instantaneous. For projectile-2 the boundary condition named as boundary conditions-3. 

 

                 
Fig.3.68. Boundary conition-1 on concrete panel               Fig.3.69. Boundary condition- 2 
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                                  Fig.3.70. Boundary conditions-3 of projectile-2 

The velocity of projectile-2 for this simulation is 400m/s (-400000 mm/s). 

3.19 Mesh 
 

The meshing of projectile -2 is done by size method and the element size is 4mm for projectile-2. 

For the concrete panel the element size is 5mm in the center of panel, where the minimum size 

5mm and maximum size 15 mm in the outer region of concrete panel. For the reinforcement the 

element size is 10mm. 

 

                            
                                              Fig.3.71. Mesh model of projectile-2   
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                                        Fig.3.72. Whole model mesh model 

 

3.20 Job 
 

For this model there are two jobs are creating for this model the job-1 and job-2 for the ODB 

visualization. The job-1 is creating for the write the input of the model and the job-2 is submitted 

for the analysis and monitoring of the model. 

 

                       
                Fig.3.73. Create job-1 for p-2            Fig.3.74. Create job-2 for output analysis 
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                             Fig.3.75. Analysis of projectile-2 at velocity 400m/s  

3.21 Penetration of Projectile-2 at velocity 600m/s 
 

In numerical simulation, modeling the penetration projectile-2 at velocity 600m/s. The 

dimensions of the projectile-2, concrete pane and reinforcement is same for this simulation. In 

the property section the properties of concrete panel is named as abq-jh2_concrete and there are 

also a 32 mechanical constants and 8solution dependent variables. In the create section of 

concrete panel the category is solid and it is homogeneous type where the material is 

abq_jh2_concrete. For the reinforcement the elastic and plastic are same, which are used for the 

projectile-1 simulation, section are also same. For projectile the material is of solid category and 

homogeneous type, where the material is steel. After the property part has been done we can 

assemble the reinforcement in the inner region of the concrete panel and at the center edge point 

assemble the projectile-2 having a velocity 600m/s. In the step part we can adjust the time period 

for projectile-2 to be penetrated shown in fig. 3.89. Output parameters are also applied in the step 

section for the better simulation results. Then the interaction of the each part has been done. In 

this simulation the interaction between concrete panel and reinforcement is firstly done then 

projectile and concrete panel has done. In the load part, firstly create the boundary conditions for 

the each part in the simulation. After creating the boundary conditions in model, set the velocity 
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of projectile-2 for the penetration in this model the velocity of the projectile-2 is 600m/s. Before 

submitting the job the mesh has been done for the each part. For the better results the meshing 

will done in the proper manner, better the meshing better the modeling is done.  

 

                              
                                      Fig.3.76.  Velocity for projectile-2 600m/s 

3.21.1 Job (V=600m/s)  

 

                   
    Fig.3.77.(b).Create job1 for projectile-2                 Fig.3.77(b). Create job-2 for                    

                                                                                   monitoring 
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                                    Fig.3.78. Analysis of projectile-2 at velocity 600m/s  
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 General 
 

This part  shows the results and observations of the simulation which are done in the chapter-3. 

In the first stage, the penetration of projectile-1 is done with the velocity 400 m/s and 600 m/s. In 

the second stage, the penetration of projectile-2 has simulate having a velocity of 400 m/s and 

600 m/s.  The effect of the projectile-1 and projectile on a concrete panel and in a reinforcement 

are discussed below. 

 

4.2 Penetration of Projectile-1 on concrete panel, damage in concrete panel 

and damage in reinforcement at velocity 400m/s 

4.2.1 Penetration of projectile-1 on concrete panel 

 

Fig 4.1 (a) to (g), shows the penetration of a projectile at time t =0s to t =0.0007s in a concrete 

panel, the velocity of projectile-1 is 400m/s. At a time t= 0.0001s the projectile is starts to 

penetrate and at time t = 0.007s the projectile is fully penetrated in a concrete panel.  When the 

projectile is starts to penetrate the value of penetration is starts to decreasing and then suddenly 

increasing with time.  The initial value and final value of projectile-1 at the time (t= 0.001s) of 

penetration is 1.348 and 1.353, and when the projectile is fully penetrated at time t= 0.0007s the 

value is 3.3 and 6.6 .The angle is -90 degree at the time of the penetration. The projectile is not 

fully penetrated at velocity 400 m/s. 

 

                        
(a)    t= 0.0001s 
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(b) t= 0.0002s 

 

             
(c) t= 0.0003s 

 

             
(d) t= 0.0004s 
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(e) t= 0.0005s 

 

                     
(f) t= 0.0006s 

 

            
(g) t= 0.0007 

          Fig.4.1.(a) to (g). Penetration of projectile-1 in concrete panel  at time 0.0001 to                    

           0.0007s 
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4.2.2 Damage in concrete panel 

 

In this simulation of projectile-1 penetration the damage can occur in the concrete panel. At time 

t= 0s there is no damage in a concrete panel. The  damage is creating when the projectile is starts 

to penetrated at a velocity of 400m/s . In the damage of concrete panel the concrete panel accept 

the values 0.0 and 1.0, when projectile is undamaged and fully damaged. There is large damage 

can occurred  in a concrete panel at time t=0.0007s . Fig 4.2 ((a) –  (g)) ,shows the damage in 

concrete panel due to the projectile.  

 

                     
(a) t= 0.0001s 

 

                             

                     
(b) t= 0.0002s 
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(c) t= 0.0003s 

 

                      
(d) t= 0.0004s 

 

                             
(e) t= 0.0005s 
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(f) t= 0.0006s 

 

                      
(g) t= 0.0007s 

 

                    Fig.4.2. (a) to(g). Damage in concrete panel at velocity 400m/s 

 

4.2.3 Damage in reinforcement 

 

In this simulation, the damage in reinforcement is also analzed by the penetration of a projectile-

1. The damage in reinforcement is taken place from t= 0.0001 to t= 0.0007s. There are the 

stresses can created in the reinforcement when the projectile-1 is starts to penetrate at velocity 

400m/s. The initial value and final for stresses in  reinforcement is 0 and 3.42 at time t= 0.0007s. 

Fig 4.3.(a) to (g) shows the damage in reinforcement due to the projectile-1 shown below: 
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(a) t= 0.0001s 

 

                      
(b) t= 0.0002s 

 

                      
(c) t= 0.0003s 
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(d) t= 0.0004s 

 

                      
(e) t= 0.0005s 

 

                      
(f)  t= 0.0006s 
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(a) t= 0.0007s 

 

                             Fig.4.3. (a) to(g). Damage in reinforcement at velocity 400m/s 

 

4.3 Internal energy, kinetic energy, strain energy and total energy analysis 

4.3.1 General 

 

In this section, the internal energy of concrete slab, the kinetic energy of projectile-1, strain 

energy of whole model and total energy of model is analyzed under the impact of projectile at a 

velocity 600m/s. 

4.3.2 Internal energy of concrete panel 
 

When a projectile is penetrated in a concrete panel the internal energy of a concrete panel is 

gradually increasing with the time.   
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                                         Fig.4.4. Internal energy of concrete panel (V=400m/s)  

 

4.3.3 Kinetic energy of projectile-1  

 

The energetic absorption of projectile is decreasing, when it starts to penetrate in a concrete 

panel at a velocity 400m/s. The kinetic energy of the projectile-1 is 2.57 at time t= 0.0007s. 

 

                   
 

                                            Fig.4.5. Kinetic energy of projectile-1   
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4.3.4 Strain energy and total energy of model 

 

                    

                                               Fig.4.6. Strain energy of whole model 

                     

                                                 Fig.4.7. Total energy of whole model 
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4.4 Projectile-1 impact in concrete panel at velocity 600m/s.  

4.4.1 Projectile-1 penetration, damage in concrete panel and damage in reinforcement 

4.4.2 General 

 

The projectile-1 is penetrated at a velocity of 600m/s in concrete panel. At time t= 0.0s and time 

t= 0.0007s the projectile-1 is not penetrated and fully penetrated. At time t= 0.0007s the initial 

and final value is 3.3 and 6.6. There is damage are also created in a concrete panel due to the 

projectile-1 impact. There is no damage in a concrete panel at time t= 0.000s. When a projectile 

starts to penetrate the damage variables takes a initial and final value, which is 0.0 and 1.0, 

undamaged and fully damaged. There is maximum damage at time t= 0.0007s. The projectile-1 

takes a time of 0.0007s to be fully penetrated in a concrete panel. In reinforcement there is a 

maximum damage in the reinforcement where projectile is penetrated. The stresses are also 

created by the projectile. The projectile take 0.0007s to passes the all reinforcement in a inner 

region of concrete panel.  

4.4.3 Penetration of projectile-1 in concrete panel 

 

                
(a) Period = 0.0001s 
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(b)  Period = 0.0002s 

 

                      
(c) Period = 0.0003s 

 

                      
(d) Period= 0.0004s 
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(e) Period= 0.0005s 

                     
(f) Period= 0.0006s 
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(g) Period= 0.0006s 

 

         Fig.4.8.(a) to (g). Penetration of projectile-1 in concrete panel  at time 0.0001 to 0.0007s      

        (V=600m/s)            

4.4.4 Damage in concrete panel 

 

The figure 4.5(a) to (g) shows the damage in concrete panel by projectile-1 at velocity 600m/s 

shown below : 

                     
(a) t= 0.0001s 

 

                     
(b) t= 0.0002s 
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(c) t= 0.0003s 

                        
(d) t= 0.0004s 

 

                      
(e) t= 0.0005s 
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(f) t= 0.0006s 

 

                         
(g) t= 0.0007s 

 

                    Fig.4.9. (a) to(g). Damage in concrete panel at velocity 600m/s 

 

4.4.5 Damage in reinforcement due to projectile-1 at velocity (V= 600m/s) 
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(a)  Duration = 0.0001s 

              

                    
(b) Duration= 0.0002s 

 

                    
(c) Duration= 0.0003s 
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(d) Duration= 0.0004s 

 

                    
(e) Duration= 0.0005s 

 

                   
(f) Duration= 0.0006s 
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(g) Duration= 0.0007s 

 

                     Fig.4.10. (a) to(g). Damage in reinforcement due to projectile-1 (600m/s) 

 

4.5 Internal energy, Kinetic energy, strain energy and total energy analysis (V 

=600 m/s) 

4.5.1 General 

 

In this phase the internal energy of concrete panel, Kinetic energy of projectile-1, strain energy 

of model, and total energy is analyzed. The projectile-1 is penetrated in a concrete panel at 

velocity 600m/s. The internal energy of concrete panel is increased with time, when projectile 

starts to impact in concrete panel. The kinetic energy of the projectile is reduce with time. The 

kinetic energy of projectile-1 is minimum at a time t =0.0007s. When a projectile-1 is starts to 

penetrated in panel the kinetic energy at time t= 0.0001s is 6.00 and at the time of fully 

penetration the kinetic energy is 5.8421 (t= 0.0007s). The total energy of the model is gradually 

decreasing with time and at the end it goes constant. The maximum total energy is 60.45 and 

minimum is 60.05.  The strain energy of the model is firstly increasing at starting then goes to 

negative at time t= 0.0007s. The maximum positive strain energy is 10.  
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               Fig4.11. Internal energy of concrete panel at (v= 600m/s)of projectile-1   

 

 

 

 
                                      Fig.4.12. Kinetic energy of projectile-1  
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                                    Fig.4.13. Strain energy of whole model  

 

 

 

  
                                       Fig.4.14. Total energy of model 
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4.6 Penetration of Projectile-2 on concrete panel, damage in concrete   panel 

and damage in reinforcement at velocity 400m/s 

4.6.1 General 

 

The projectile-2 is penetrated at a velocity of 400m/s on a concrete panel. The concrete panel has 

a dimensions of 600mm x 300mm x300mm. In the concrete panel there is 4 reinforcement 

provided, the distance between the each reinforcement is 60mm . The damage in concrete panel, 

penetration of the projectile-2 in panel and damage in reinforcement is analyzed. 

 

4.6.2 Penetration of projectile-2 in concrete panel at velocity (V=400m/s) 

 

The projectile -2 is penetrated at a speed of 400m/s in concrete panel in first phase. At time t= 0s 

there is no penetration is seen in a concrete panel. At time t= 0.001s the projectile starts to 

penetrate and at time t= 0.0007s the projectile is penetrated more than one forth in a concrete 

panel. The projectile-2 is not fully penetrated in a concrete panel due to the minimum velocity. 

The figure below shown the penetration of projectile-2 in concrete panel.  

 

                 
(a) Period= 0.0001s 
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(b) Period= 0.0002s 

 

                       

(c) Period= 0.0003s 

 

                 

(d) Period= 0.0004s 
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(e) Period= 0.0005s 

 

 

(f) Period= 0.0006s 

 

                        

(g) Period= 0.0007s 

 

      Fig.4.15.(a) to (g). Penetration of projectile-2 in concrete panel  at time 0.0001 to 0.0007s      

                                       (V=400m/s)            

4.6.3 Damage in concrete panel 

 

In a concrete panel the damage is created at time t= 0.0001s, at this time the projectile-2 is starts 

to penetrate in concrete panel at a velocity 400 m/s. The projectile-2 is penetrated one fourth 

region in concrete panel.  The damage in concrete panel takes a value of 0.0 and 1.0, 0.0 at a 
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time of undamaged and 1.0 at a time (0.0007s). There is small damage in concrete panel at 

0.0001s and maximum damage at time t=0.0007s. The figure shown below shows the damage in 

concrete panel due to projectile at a velocity 400m/s. 

 

                  

(a) t= 0.0001s 

 

                       

(b) t= 0.0002s 
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(c) t= 0.0003s 

 

                        

(d) t= 0.0004s 

 

                        

(e) t= 0.0005s 
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(f) t= 0.0006s 

 

                        

(g) t= 0.0007s 

 

                     Fig.4.16. (a) to(g). Damage in concrete panel by projectile-2 (V= 400m/s) 

 

4.6.4 Damage in reinforcement 

 

In the fig 4.9.(a) to (g) shown below shows the damage in the reinforcement by deformable 

projectile-2. When a projectile is starts to peneterated in a concrete panel, there is damage can 

also created in the reinforcement which is provided in the inner region of the projectile.  There is 

small damage in the last region in concrete panel, because the projectile not fully reach that part 

of concrete panel. There is maximum damage in the first three reinforcement in concrete panel. 

The initial and final value is 0.0 and 2.53. 
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(a)  Duration= 0.0001s 

 

                  

(b) Duration = 0.0002s 

 

                        

(c) Duration = 0.0003s 

 

                        

(d) Duration = 0.0004s 
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(e) Duration = 0.0005s 

                       

(f) Duration = 0.0006s 

 

                        

(g) Duration = 0.0007s 

 

                   Fig.4.17. (a) to(g). Damage in reinforcement due to projectile-2 (400m/s) 
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4.7 Internal energy, Kinetic energy, strain energy and total energy analysis (V 

=400 m/s) 
 

4.7.1  General 

 

In this model the analysis takes place in which the projectile-2 is penetrated on panel, where the 

velocity of projectile is 400m/s. The internal energy in the concrete panel, kinetic energy of the 

bullet, strain energy of the model and total energy of whole model is analyzed. The interanl 

energy of concrete panel is increased at the time of penetration. The value of internal energy is 

3.0 at time t= 0.0007s. The kinetic energy of projectile is decreasing when the penettration was 

happened in a panel. The strain energy of model is also increase with time . The total energy at 

time t= 0.0001s is 2.692, and at the end (t=0.0007s) the total energy is 2.67. 

                 

                     

 
                                    Fig.4.18. Internal energy of concrete panel  
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                           Fig.4.19. Kinetic energy of projectile-2 (v=400m/s) 

 

 

 
                                        Fig.4.20.Strain energy of model 
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                                          Fig.4.21. Total energy of whole model 

 

 

4.8 Penetration of Projectile-2 on concrete panel, damage in concrete   panel 

and damage in reinforcement at velocity 600m/s 
 

4.8.1 General 

 

In this simulation modeling the penetration of projectile-2 at velocity 600m/s are also analysed. 

In this section the penetration of projectile, concrete panel damage and damage in reinforcement 

are observing.  

4.8.2 Projectile-2 penetration (Velocity= 600m/s) 

 

The projectile is penetrated at a speed of 600m/s on concrete panel in which the different 

penetration was taken place at different time of penetration. At time t=0.0001 s the projectile is 

starts to pentrated in concrete panel. At time t= 0 there is mno penetration was happening in a 

concrete panel. The value of penetration of projectile at time t= 0.0007s is  3.04. The projectile is 

fully penetrated in concrete panel at a velocity of 600m/s. The figures shown below the 

penetration of projectile in concrete panel at different time interval. 
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(a) t= 0.0001s 

 

                        

 

(b) t= 0.0002s 
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(c) t= 0.0003s 

 

                     

(d) t= 0.0004s 

 

                     

(b) t= 0.0005s 

                     

(e) t= 0.0006s 
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(f) t= 0.0007s 

 

Fig.4.22. (a) to(g). penetration of projectile-2 at velocity 600m/s in concrete panel 

4.8.3 Damage 

 

The damage in concrete panel is takes place by the impact of projectile. At a time t=0.0001s 

there is some damage is created in the upper region of the panel, where the projectile is starts to 

penetrated. There is large damage in the middle of the panel by the projectile. The initial value is 

0.0 and final value is 1.0, undamaged and fully damaged. Due to the projectile the damage can 

also occurs is the all region of concrete panel. There is small damage can occurred in the 

opposite face of concrete panel where projectile is not penetrated. Fig 4.11 (a)-(g) shows the 

damage in concrete panel by the penetration of projectile at time interval 0.0001s to 0.0007s.   
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(a) t= 0.0001s 

 

                       

(b) t= 0.0002s 

 

                     

(c) t= 0.0003s 
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(c) t= 0.0004s 

 

                      

(d) t= 0.0005s 

 

                       

(e) t= 0.0006s 
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(f) t= 0.0007s 

 

           Fig.4.23. (a) to(g). Damage in concrete panel by projectile-2 (V= 600m/s) 

 

4.8.4 Damage in reinforcement 

 

When the projectile is penetrated in a concrete panel the damage is created in the inner region of 

concrete panel. In the inner region of concrete panel the reinforcement is provided. At a time of 

penetrations can happens the stresses are created on the reinforcement also. When a penetration 

can happens , there is large stresses are created on a reinforcement at time t= 0.001s the maximum 

stresses are created in a concrete panel. The projectile can damaged the side region of 

reinforcement also. At time t=0.007s when projectile is fully penetrated the values are 2.65 and 

1.67. The fig 4.12 (a)-(g) shows the stresses/ damage created in reinforcement by projectile.  

 

                         

(a) Duration = 0.0001s 
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(b) Duration = 0.0002s 

 

                       

(c) Duration = 0.0003s 

 

                       

(d) Duration = 0.0004s 
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(e) Duration = 0.0005s 

 

                          

(f) Duration = 0.0006s 

 

                           

(g) Duration = 0.0007s 

 

          Fig.4.24. (a) to(g). Stresses or damage on reinforcements by projectile-2 (600 m/s) 

 

4.9 Kinetic energy, internal energy, total energy and strain energy analysis 

4.9.1 General 

 

In the projectile-2 penetration on concrete panel at a velocity 600 m/s, the following analysis is 

take place. The internal energy of concrete panel is increases with time when the penetration is 
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happen. The value of internal energy of panel is 6.0 at time t= 0.0007s. The kinetic energy of 

projectile is decreasing with the penetration in concrete panel was occurring with regular interval 

of time. At a time (t=0.0001s) the kinetic energy of projectile is maximum and at time t= 0.0007s 

the energy is minimum. The strain energy is also increasing with the penetration of projectile. 

The maximum value of the strain energy is 1.2 at time t= 0.0005s and constant at a 0.0006s and 

0.0007s.  The value of kinetic energy at 0.0007s is 5.88 and at time 0.0001s is 6.0. The total 

energy of the model is 6.02 at the time of fully penetration of projectile in concrete panel. The 

total energy is also decreases with time. The maximum total energy is 6.05. 

     
                              Fig.4.25. Internal energy of concrete panel (V= 600m/s) 

       
                                        Fig.4.26. Kinetic energy of projectile-2 
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                                     Fig.4.27. Strain energy of whole model (600m/s) 

 

          

 

                                                  Fig.4.28. Total energy of  model (600 m/s)
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 CONCLUSION 
 

From study conducted the conclusion is: 

A numerical simulation modeling is done on a concrete panel by penetration of two projectiles, 

projectile-1 and projectile-2 at a velocity 400m/s and 600m/s. The panel was customizing by 

using Johnson- Holmquist (JH2) model. The length of the projectile-1 is 150mm and projectile-2 

is 180mm in length, both projectiles are of deformable type. In this modeling, we estimate the 

damage created in concrete panel by projectiles, damage or stresses created in reinforcement and 

depth of penetration of both projectiles. The internal energy of concrete panel, Kinetic energy of 

projectiles, strain energy of model ,total energy absorb by whole model is simulated:  

 

 The kinetic energy of projectile-1 is lesser than the kinetic energy of projectile-2. The 

concrete panel absorbs more energy in the penetration of projectile-2 as compared to 

projectile-1 at a velocity 400m/s. The kinetic energy for projectile-1 is 2.57 and in case of 

projectile-2 is 2.61 at time (t=0.0007s). 

  

 Under an impact of both projectiles (p1) and (p2) at a velocity 400m/s, the total energy is 

observing in whole model. The total energy due to projectile-1 is 2.66 and due to 

projectile-2 are 2.67. The projectile-2 shows better penetration as compared to projectile-1 

on concrete panel at a velocity 400m/s. 

 

  The strain energy in model due to (p-1) and (p-2) impact at velocity 400m/s. In case of 

projectile -1, the strain energy is firstly increases at the time of penetration happens then 

decreasing with regular interval of time, at time t= 0.0007s the strain energy is negative. 

For projectile-2, the strain energy is positive at the time of penetration started and fully 

penetrated at velocity 400m/s. 

 

 At a velocity 600m/s the kinetic energy of the projectile-1 is 5.8421 and total energy 
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absorb by the concrete panel due to the impact of projectile-1 is 6.005, where for 

projectile-2 the kinetic energy is 5.83 and total energy is 6.0292. The strain energy of 

model due to penetration of projectile-1 is negative, in case of projectile-2 is positive. 

 

 The projectile-2 shows more damage than projectile -1in concrete panel at a velocity 

400m/s and 600m/s. The projectile is not fully penetrated at time t=0.0007s in case of 

400m/s for both projectiles, due to the minimum velocity of penetration.  

 

 At velocity 600m/s the damage in concrete panel by projectile-2 is more as compared to 

projectile-1. There is less damage and less stresses generated in the reinforcement due to 

projectile-1 at both velocities. 

 

 In a projectile-2 penetration in concrete panel, there is more damage and stresses are 

created in an inner region of concrete panel. The damage of reinforcement is maximum 

due to the projectile-2 and minimum due to projectile-1 at both the velocities.  

 

 At velocity 600m/s, both projectiles are fully penetrated in concrete panel. At velocity 

400m/s, not fully penetrated in concrete panel. 

 

 The projectile-2 shows maximum damage in both the velocities 400m/s and 600m/s. The 

projectile-1 shows minimum damage.  
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